Abstract. In this paper, a novel virtual reality-based simulator for regional anaesthesia is presented. Individual datasets of patients with nerve cords are created from medical scans with the help of advanced segmentation and registration algorithms. Techniques for interaction and immersive visualization are utilized by the simulator to improve training of medical residents.
Introduction
Regional anaesthesia encompasses several techniques for blocking the nerve supply to specific parts of the human body. Common techniques for upper and lower extremities are the axillary brachial plexus block and the femoral nerve block, respectively. After positioning the patient, the needle insertion site is determined with the help of surface and anatomic landmarks. An electric nerve stimulator is connected to the needle used for the procedure in order to locate nerve cords with muscular response (e.g., twitches in the hand or knee). After successful localization, local anesthetic is injected to block the desired nerve.
One essential requirement for simulation is a precise, anatomic plausible model of the nerve cords. In addition, representations of bones, blood vessels, musculature and skin tissue are needed to frame the peripheral nerve system. Current technology of medical image acquisition does not capture nerve tissue sufficiently. Therefore, advanced segmentation algorithms must be researched. The simulation itself should allow to train all steps of a typical procedure as described above. Currently, there is no extendable, software-based simulator for regional anaesthesia. Even though specialized haptics solutions are used by the applications described in the following section, clinical acceptance is very low. Reasons are restrictions to single datasets, rigid virtual patients that can not be repositioned, no proper training of needle insertion site localization and lack of simulators with support for peripheral block. On this account, training is still done on living patients. However, because errors in anaesthesiology can be lethal, there is an urgent necessity to find alternatives for training in medical education. The related work comprises segmentation and registration for dataset creation and simulation approaches. The creation of appropriate datasets requires segmentation and registration of volumetric data from medical diagnostic imaging. Segmentation approaches for volumetric data can be divided into voxel-, surface-, and region-based as well as hybrid variants [1] . Standard registration approaches include point-to-point correspondence [2] , extensions of the iterative closest point method for elastic registration [3] , thin plate splines [4] , boundary mapping [5] , computational fluid dynamics [6] , as well as daemon-based registration [7] , which have been used already for mappings between an atlas and patient data [8] .
A comprehensive overview of medical simulators is given in [9] . We have focused our research on topics related to regional anaesthesia. There are many needle simulators for different areas of applications, e.g., acupuncture [10] , lumbar puncture [11, 12] and intravenous procedures [13] . Even though there are examples for epidural blocking procedures [14, 15] , these approaches are based on static datasets (i.e., due to a rigid vertebral column the virtual patient can not bend forward) and are not adaptable to peripheral blocks of limbs.
Methods
The entire data flow is visualized in Figure 1 . The two major parts, dataset creation and simulator application are linked via a virtual patient database.
Dataset creation and processing
Data acquisition and processing. The primary goal of data acquisition is to collect suitable/feasible data for segmentation of peripheral nerve cords. Therefore, initial efforts are focused on experimenting with parameters and time constants involved in relaxation processes of the tissue nuclei to improve contrast of magnet resonance imaging (MRI). In order to create a representative database, medical imaging is being conducted on different constitutional types.
Segmentation.
A hybrid segmentation approach is applied. While structures such as skin, bones and musculature are clearly separated in the MRI scans, the nerve cords are not visualized with sufficient contrast to support an automatic segmentation. Therefore, a knowledge-based approach is used, where the relative position of the nerve cords and the arteries is defined in order to guide the segmentation process. In particular, the structural prototypes that have been defined in [16] are extended to the three-dimensional data source.
Registration. The registration has to match atlas-based information to the contents of the patient-specific images. At the current state, a daemon-based approach is favored, which has been successfully applied for similar purposes [8] .
Animation. Typical muscular responses of the limbs induced by electric nerve stimulation are captured with optical tracking of markers attached to sections of the extremities. Additionally, the movement of single digits is captured with a data glove. The raw data of both approaches is used to compute the joint movements and store it as an animation sequence. With retargeting approaches, the data can be applied to all constitutional types and must be recorded only once.
Simulator application
The simulator application is being developed for virtual environments and consists of several modules (Fig. 1) . The work is based on an extensible architecture that combines data, simulation, visualization and interaction [17] .
Functional anatomy system. Data separation is a fundamental aspect of the proposed architecture. We conceived a structured approach that resembles the human organism as defined by the systematic and functional anatomy. To share common data and to create interlinks between algorithms, abstract control entities are designed that emulate the basic setup of physiological systems. The model-view-controller pattern is utilized to establish a separation of algorithms and data.
Simulation. The simulation algorithms operate on the data provided by the functional anatomy system. An interactively induced change of the pose of a virtual patient (for a procedure) is resolved by kinematic solutions and moves anatomical structures that are attached to each other accordingly. For nerve impulse transmission, a tree structure of nerve cords is implemented. This network is also used for visualization, collision detection and animation. Finite elementbased deformation algorithms are being adapted for needle penetration. Visualization. Visualization is needed to enable an explorative analysis and to interactively render realistic geometric representations of the virtual patient and the instruments. We use vertex blending techniques to render the deformable skin surface. For evaluation purposes, the skin can be turned transparent to reveal anatomic visualizations of virtual bones, musculature, vessels and nerves.
Interaction. Besides anatomic realism, one of the most important requirements is an intuitive interaction interface. Therefore, the interaction algorithms support different input devices and allow to record a session during training for later evaluation. Customized haptic input devices are used for palpation to localize the needle insertion site realistically and are also used for needle operation.
Results
Several series of medical imaging scans have been evaluated. In comparison, MRI scans have yielded the best results (Fig. 2a) , which can be explained by the anatomical soft tissue properties of nerve filaments. Segmentation algorithms are being adapted. The architecture for the simulation of a virtual patient has been implemented. Virtual musculature and nerve cords are already simulated and can also be visualized. The application can be used in various virtual environments, varying from Desktop-VR to large projection environments (Fig. 2b) . Several algorithms for interaction techniques are being adapted (Fig. 2c) .
Discussion and conclusion
Datasets containing nerve cords are created with the help of hybrid segmentation algorithms that are in addition knowledge-based guided. The system renders an anatomical patient specific model in virtual environments that can be explored, intuitively controlled and manipulated. Additionally, evaluations are conducted by medical experts on a regular base to insure authentic data sets and plausible simulation. The final goal is to use the developed software as a new educational device for training of regional anaesthesia procedures.
